Subaru impreza wrx 2000

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Description: Used Subaru
Impreza 2. Transmission: Continuously Variable Transmission. Color: Magnetite Gray Metallic.
Ivan was very helpful. Called me the next day to see if there was anything else he could help me
with. Got the vehicle I was looking for. The guys there were laidback and willing to answer
questions. Wish i could give them 1 star. Horrible service. Was hung up on every other time we
called, and when they did answer and proceeded to say they would call us back within the hour
we never got a call for the next 2 days. Color: Ocean Blue Pearl. I couldn't be happier with the
buying experience at Ewing Subaru of Plano! Gonzales and the team made the experience
above average. The buying process was painless and they listen attentively to all concerns that
I had. I will definitely be recommending Mr. Gonzales and his team to anyone that I come across
that's in the market for a quality vehicle. Great Job Gentlemen! Unfortunately they said that my
credit was too poor to buy a vehicle from them, seems like a good place. They felt unwelcoming
like I was bothering them by being there. Will not buy from this dealership. I was contacted only
to acknowledge my expressed interest. I have been trying to buy a vehicle that I was interested
in. I gave them all the information needed to finance the car. I was pre-approved and I was never
contacted by the finance department and given the final terms and walk out price. I have called
sever times for the past three days with no results. This has been the most unprofessional
experience I have ever had with a car dealership. Transmission: Manual. Color: Island Blue
Pearl. But I am interested. The people are talked with were very nice. However the car had been
sold several days previously and they were still advertising it. They seem rather disorganized.
Absolute crooks, don't have anything to do with this dealer. They list low prices to get you in,
but it's a bait and switch. Transmission: 4-Speed Automatic. We went to this dealership parked
right in front of the building. Wanted to look at a truck waited and no one came out to help us.
So we bought a truck with another dealer that day. Transmission: Automatic. Very nice. Color:
Crystal Black Silica. Everything was handled with courteous and knowledgeable salesman and
finance personnel. Car was delivered as promised. All went well. Was delivered as promised.
Color: Lapis Blue Pearl. Color: Crimson Red Pearl. I would recommend them highly just for
those reasons. Thank you Nissan! Looking at buying my second Vehicle from lithia always Very
helpful I've tryd buying from others n just don't wrk out Give em a call Forsure. Kept raising the
down payment to down and remainder paid in 23 days. Would not work with me, treating me
with pressure and no respect. There only out for fast money. Color: Dark Blue Pearl. I asked
them to send me more pictures and info on this car and they never did. Not pleased with
service. Horrible experience. Made an appointment to view the automobile and it was dirty on a
dark lot. Had to argue for a test drive. I walked out without purchasing. Cheesy, low class
dealer. The salesman Derek was very knowledgeable and helpful during my car purchasing
experience. Color: Venetian Red Pearl. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of
vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years.
Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
Authorized Subaru Dealer. Image Not Available. We were already familiar with the Subaru
Impreza since my Mom had one previously. This model is a hatchback sport model rather than a
sedan but it is as pleasant to drive as the previous one and has a sportier look than the sedan. I
really like the size and appointments of the Subaru Impreza. The new 2L engine with a timing
chain instead of belt is a great improvement. Love the AWD - we have had numerous Subarus.
Would buy in a heartbeat with a regular automatic - sin Read more. Only owned 3 cars a
grandam then impala and this one would be the 3rd and hopefully I I wont need another vehicle
for 7 or more years but I will buy subarus exclusively because of this one the driving is super
smooth never rode or drove a car like it before to be honest this isnt a single thing about this
car that I dont like other than t Why Use CarGurus? Subaru Impreza 2. Subaru Impreza L For
Sale 1 listing. Subaru Impreza in Atlanta GA. Subaru Impreza in Chicago IL. Subaru Impreza in
Dallas TX. Subaru Impreza in Houston TX. Subaru Impreza in Miami FL. Subaru Impreza in
Philadelphia PA. Subaru Impreza in Washington DC. Subaru introduced the "New Age" Impreza
to the world market in Larger in size compared to the previous iteration, the sedan increased its
width by 40 millimetres 1. The coupe body style from the first generation did not reappear for
the new series. However, the off-road appearance package that included contrasting-colored
bumpers did carry over forward. Marketed as a separate model line, this North American-only
variant was, as before, badged Subaru Outback Sport. Naturally aspirated flat-four engines

comprised the 1. Turbocharged versions of the 2. Although the headlamp styling of the "New
Age" Impreza was considered polarizing, improvements to the car brought greater mainstream
acceptance. Subaru updated the Impreza's fascia in with more rectangular headlamps. In ,
Subaru introduced a second facelift which introduced Subaru's new corporate faceâ€”including
the controversial "jet intake and wings" grille design. An anomalous relative to the second
generation Impreza is the Saab X. Manufactured by Subaru between and , the Saab retailed only
in the North American market for the and model years. To better integrate with the Saab design
language, the X received redesign of the front- and rear styling and various minor tweaks. The
second generation of the Subaru Impreza is a compact automobile, manufactured between and
by Subaru in Ota, Gunma, Japan. As with its first generation predecessor, Subaru split the
range into four-door sedan and five-door hatchback body variants; the firm did not carry
forward the previous coupe style. Mainstream versions received naturally aspirated 1. Like most
Subaru models of similar vintage, all-wheel drive tended to be offered as standard in export
markets, with front-wheel drive also available in Japan. Introduced as the "New Age" Impreza,
the polarizing headlamp styling divided critics who were quick to designate the model as the
"bug eye" Impreza. A subsequent facelift in toned down this frontal styling, but a second facelift
in â€”characterized by an aviation-inspired three-part mesh grilleâ€”also attracted controversy.
Built on a significantly modified version of the first generation platform, the new Impreza
followed much the same formula as its predecessor, including a similarly contoured silhouette.
Despite this, the front-end stylingâ€”distinguished by ovoid headlampsâ€”attracted significant
controversy. Body dimensions for the sedan increased by 45 millimetres 1. To satisfy Japanese
vehicle size tax regulations, the width of the hatchback increased by just 5 millimetres 0. As
Subaru had intended to homologate the sedan chassis for rallying, the decision to increase the
width of the sedanâ€”which placed it into the higher taxed number "3" divisionâ€”brought
added stability. Likewise, the millimetre 0. Other main improvements to the chassis included a
percent increase in torsional rigidity; mainly due to revisions in front subframe design. The
suspension retained its basic McPherson strut in the front and rear, although Subaru altered the
geometry. The GD chassis gains nearly kilograms lb in weight over the GC chassis. Subaru
claims that compared to the previous model, the GD chassis is percent and 82 percent stiffer in
torsional and beam rigidity, respectively. This stiffness is primarily due to the addition of a steel
"ring" which encircles the cabin at the B-pillar. While the stiffness was increased for passenger
safety, it has the added benefit of providing more stability for motorsports events. Firehouse
magazine notes that the Jaws of Life need to cut the Subaru's B-pillars at certain points in order
to cut through the car frame. In Subaru's home market of Japan, the Impreza range started with
the 1. Subaru fitted a DOHC version of the same engine to the automatic-only 1. For both
models, front- and all-wheel drive versions were available. Subaru released this generation of
Impreza to North America in for the model year. The release of the kW PS; bhp 2. All American
Imprezas use some form of the 2. The Outback Sport was sold in Australia for model years â€”,
but it was renamed as the Impreza RV with the same color scheme as the American version. The
Australian version had a dual-range manual transmission, not available in the USA. The Impreza
was Wheels magazine's Car of the Year for After mixed reaction to the round headlight design,
in Subaru enlisted the help of Peter Stevens of Prodrive, who updated the car's fascia in in the
US for the model year , with more rectangular headlamps. For the US market, the facelifted
Impreza was offered as 2. From June in Japan model year Imprezas have been redesigned,
along with new headlights, taillights, and bumpers. Greek designer Andreas Zapatinas, formerly
of Alfa Romeo, penned the updated front-end in The facelift introduced Subaru's new corporate
face, including its controversial "jet intake and wings" grille design that first appeared on the
Subaru R2 kei car. The new corporate face chose this style to pay homage to their aircraft
manufacturing roots, the Nakajima Aircraft Company. The 5 speed manual transmission reputed
to be one of the car's weakpoints was changed to an STi engineered 6 speed manual
transmission. The engine was retained from the Version 6 STi and still retains the semi-closed
deck block and is still labeled as the EJ, however the engines did gain Variable Valve Timing
AVCS further improving their low end torque production. The interior was updated with a STi
logo on the gauge. The STi's tachometer also has a red shift light. Externally, the STis had
larger hood scoops and had foglight covers with STi embossed on them. The DCCD was
updated so it can work with anti-lock brakes. The version nomenclature was dropped from the
name. The engine was detuned to meet emission standards. Most content is now restricted to
registered members only. Toggle Navigation. History Pre-facelift: â€” Built on a significantly
modified version of the first generation platform, the new Impreza followed much the same
formula as its predecessor, including a similarly contoured silhouette. First facelift: â€” After
mixed reaction to the round headlight design, in Subaru enlisted the help of Peter Stevens of
Prodrive, who updated the car's fascia in in the US for the model year , with more rectangular

headlamps. Second facelift: â€” From June in Japan model year Imprezas have been
redesigned, along with new headlights, taillights, and bumpers. Categories Subaru. Read more
in this section. Read more Subaru Bighorn Subaru Impreza 1st gen We also provide various
high quality models in our stock that fit your budget and ship them internationally. Customers
want this model for their amazingly durable components. The car also has good quality due to
great maintenance. Even though it might be a second-hand automobile, its condition is
incomparable. Japanese drivers take very good care of their vehicle due to their passion for
precision and excellence. Besides its reliability, this model is not only equipped with high-class
technology but also designed with pleasing aesthetics that do not become outdated. Along with
that, vehicles from Japan have reliable sources from the country-wide auctions due to high
demand of trading automobiles. Last but not least, the rules and inspection in Japan is very
strict in order to protect buyers, so it is impossible to fake car information. We offer various
options of mileage, prices, colors as well as car accessories for customers to select. You can
also sort and meet your ideal automobile thanks to our well-arranged car lists. If you need any
help or suggestion throughout the transaction, our passionate consultants will gladly assist you
to answer all your inquiries. Let nothing hold you back! Active filter. Filter by Make. Year Month. Select port for CIF. Engine cc. Other Filters. Featured Links. Show 15 cars 24 cars 48
cars 96 cars. Select Port for Total price Inquire. Show More.

